The experiment design may need a stress level higher than use condition which is called accelerate life tests (ALTs). One of the most ALTs appears in different applications in the life testes experiment is partially step stress ALTs. Also, the experiment items is failure with several fatal risk factors, the only one is caused to failure which called competing risk model. In this paper, the partially step-stress ALTs based on Type-II censoring scheme is adopted under the different risk factors belong to Chen lifetime distributions. Under this assumption, we will estimate the model parameters of the different causes with the maximum likelihood method. The two, asymptotic distributions and the parametric bootstrap will be used to build each confidence interval of the model parameters. The precision results will be assessed through Monte Carlo simulation study.
Introduction
Under modern technology, products are becoming highly reliable, this makes life-testing under use conditions is difficult and the process of collecting sufficient information about the lifetime of the products is more expensive. The ALTs is the effective one solution to this problem, in which the test units are subjected to different stress levels than the use stress to cause rapid failures. The ALTs is applied to collect enough failure information in a shorter period of time as well as to discuss the effect of lifetime and the external stress variables. According to [1] [2] [3] [4] there are different type of ALTs, the first one called constant stress ALTs, in this type the stress is still in a constant level with the life test product. Secondly, is a progressively stress ALTs, in which the stress applied to the product items in the test still increasing in time see Bai and Chung [5] . The final one is the step stress ALTs, in this test condition change for a given time or a specified number of failures, studied by some authors see Miller and Nelson [6] and Bai and Chung [7] . For more recent research on constant stress partially ALTs see Tahani and Soliman [8] and Abd-Elmougod and Emad [9] . Partially ALTs, the experiment run at use and stress conditions, such as constant and step-stress partially ALTs. In partially constant-stress ALTs, the experiment run simultaneously at use and stress condition, but in partially step-stress ALTs, the experiment run at use condition and stress change at a prefixed time or number through the experiment.
In a life testing experiment, commonly that the failure time of a product under consideration is record due to more than one causes. Our problem in such a situation, is assessed the effect of one cause in the presence of other causes. This problem known as the competing risks problem. Different work is discussed the problem of the analysis of competing risks model, see, Cox [10] , David and Moeschberger [11] , Crowder [12] , Balakrishnan and Han [13] and Ganguly and Kundu [14] . In this paper, the model of the partially step-stress ALTs is applied when the units are fails due to two risk factor. The data will be collected from such experiment is used to estimate the parameters of the Chen failure time model under use stress level. For more detial of this problem see, Guan and Tang [15] , Balakrishnan et al. [16] , Lin and Chou [17] , David and Kundu [18] and Abd-Elmougod and Abu-Zinadah [19] .
Censoring is the common phenomenon in the life time experiments, it is applied for consideration of time and cost. The most common censoring scheme is Type-I and Type-II censoring schemes in life test experiments. In Type-I censoring terminate the experiment at a prior pre-fixed time point, but in Type-II censoring at a prior pre-fixed number of failure. The model of competing risks under consideration only two risk factors and Type-II censoring scheme is presented as the follows.
Let n independent items are put in life test experiment, and the prior m number of failure will be observe. The time X i and cause of failure δ i , where i = 1, 2, ..., m, δ i ∈ {1, 2} and m ≤ n has record. The likelihood function of lifetime sample (X i , δ i ), is presented by
The problem of analyzing the Type-II competing risks sample under partially step-stress ALTs model from Chen lifetime distribution is the main objective in this paper. The maximum likelihood estimation of the model parameters and accelerated factor is developed. Interval estimation with the two, approximate information matrix and bootstrap techniques are discussed. The performances of estimates are measured with average and mean squared error (MSE) for point estimation and mean length and probability coverage for interval estimation through Monte Carlo simulation. The paper is organized as follows, in Section 2, the complete description of model formulation and the likelihood function for the partially step-stress ALTs of Type-II competing risks Chen lifetime sample. In Section 3, the MLEs of parameters and accelerated factor with the asymptotic confidence intervals. In Section 4, we discussed bootstrap confidence intervals. The quality points and interval estimates are assessed via Monte Carlo study in Section 5. Finally, some comment in Section 6.
Notation and Model Description
Some notations that used in this work under consideration failure items under independent two cause of failure and partially step-stress ALTs model, as given in notation table
Notations δ i
The cause of failure for i-th item. F(.) : The cumulative distribution function of X i . f (.) : The probability density function function of X i . F j (.) : The cumulative distribution function of X ji . f j (.) : The probability density function of X ji . S j (.) : The survival density function of X ji .
The lifetime random variable presented by i-th item.
The lifetime random variable presented by i-th item and the cause j, j = 1, 2.
For given n identical items and the prior fixed number m and fixed time τ, the failure times X i and cause of failure δ i are recorded until fixed time τ is reached the items are tested under stress condition. The experiment is running to fixed number of failures m is observed. Under consideration that, the failure time has an independent Chen distribution and two cause of failure the model considered in the paper satisfies the following assumptions.
1. The random variable X ji is Chen distribution with the parameter a, b j , j = 1, 2 has the pdf
, x > 0, a, b j > 0, and cdf, given by
Also, reliability S j1 (t) and failure rate functions h j1 (t) of Chen distribution for given time t, respectively presented by
2. Item has the lifetime denoted as X i , i = 1, 2, · · · , m and the time at which the item i fails due to cause j is X ji , and X i = min{X 1i , X 2i }. 3. Under consideration the total lifetime of items is multiply of inverse of the accelerated factor which shorten the lifetime of test items. The total lifetime of a test items, denoted by Z, defined under, use and accelerated conditions. So, the lifetime of the item in partially step-stress ALTs, is presented by
where β is the accelerated factor, τ, is the chang time from use to higher stress level and the lifetime of the unit X computed at use condition. Under Chen lifetime distribution with parameters a, b j , the lifetime distribution of Z has the pdf, given by.
where
and f j1 (z), is given by (2) . The cdf, S j2 (z), and hazard rate function h j2 (z), is given by
and
The life test experiment is terminated with Type-II censoring scheme when the numbers of failure is reached to m < n. Then the random sample of the total lifetime Z is presented by (
where J are the number of items failed under use conditions and m − J at accelerated conditions.
(1) The likelihood function of observed values is reduced to (1) if τ > zm but, under consideration the observed values (z 1 ,
can be presented by
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
In this section, we adopted the point and interval maximum likelihood estimates of model parameters and accelerate factor under consideration that two cause of failure and items is failure under only one cause of failure.
The point MLEs
With the consideration that, observed random sample 
where J is the number of items failure at the use condition, s 1 and s 1 are the number of items failure under causes (δ 1 , δ 2 ) and m is the total failure time. Then after taken the natural likelihood function, we obtain
The likelihood equations can be obtain from (14) by taken the first partial derivatives to a, b 1 , b 2 and β as follows
Equations (15) and (16) are reduce to the MLE of b 1 and b 2 as followŝ
The likelihood equations respected to a and β, are given by
Equations (19) and (20) presented the two non-linear equations of a and β, solved numerical with the iteration method such as Newton Raphson method hence the MLÊ a andβ of a and β are obtained. The MLE of b 1 and b 2 are obtained from (17) and (18) after replace a and β byâ and β.
Approximate information matrix and interval estimation
The second partial derivatives of (14) with respect to a, β, b 1 and b 2 presented by
The expected information matrix I (a, β, b 1 , b 2) of parameters a, β, b 1 and b 2 is negative expectation of second derivative of log likelihood function. Practice,
Hence, the normal approximation is used as follows
is the inverse of observed information matrix, presented by 
respectively, where value V 11 , V 22 , V 33 and V 44 are the elements of the diagonal of I
and z is the percentile right-tail with probable of standard normal distribution.
Bootstrap Confidence Intervals
Bootstrap technique is the important methods not only in estimations of confidence intervals but can be used to measures of accuracy (defined in terms of bias, variance, prediction error or some other such measure) to sample estimates, can be easily obtained with the bootstrap technique. Parametric and nonparametric bootstrap technique are the important two types of bootstrap technique are available see Davison and Hinkley [20] and Efron and Tibshirani [21] . In the following, we adopted to the parametric bootstrap technique to obtaining interval bootstrap estimations follows.
1 The original sample, ( 
7 Let us define statistic Ω
the order values of statstics Ω
Then bootstrap-t confidence intervals (BTCI) of 100(1 − 2 ) approximate confidence intervals ofΣ k is given by 
Monte Carlo Simulations
In this section, we adopted the simulation study to assess and compare the developed results in this paper. Some numerical experiments performed for sample of sizes n, the effective sample sizes m, accelerated time τ and model parameters (a, β, b 1 , b 2 ). In the simulation stuides,we adopted the case, the model parameters (a, β, b 1 , b 1 ) = (1, 1.5, 1.5, 2.0) and accelerate time τ = (0.5, 1.0, 1.5).
Essentially, the simulation results are computed to compare the MLEs and bootstrap estimators, mainly are compared in terms of their average (AV) and MSE. The confidence intervals are compared in terms of their average lengths (AL) and the probability coverage (CP). The results in this paper is computed with Mathematica version 9 and reported in Tables 1-2. 
